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8 EssEntial DEfEnsivE Drills
Coach auriemma used his swarming half-court defense to blanket offenses, 

holding opposing teams to 35% field goal percentage in the 2003-2004 season. in 8 
Essential defensive drills, auriemma teaches the drills he uses to build a dominating 
defense and shares his proven philosophy on half-court defense. the intensive on-
court demonstrations of these drills will provide a 
concise guide for how to use them in your everyday 
practice plan. these energetic drills highlight the 
rotations and responsibilities of every player on 
the court. auriemma emphasizes the importance 
of close-outs, the block-out, ball pressure, and 
demonstrates variations of 4-on-4, 6-on-4, and 8-on-5 

shell drills. You will learn 
the basic movements 
required when playing 
man-to-man, along 
with how to guard the 
ball in full- and half-
court situations. Coach 
auriemma teaches the 
fundamental skills that 
can raise your defense’s 
level of play! 2004.

BD-2239-WB05 | DVD 
54 minutes | $39.99

tEaching thE high Post  
anD trianglE offEnsEs

this video brings together the principles of 
two of the most versatile offenses in basketball 
today! auriemma includes player positioning, 
spacing, methods of entry, selected plays, and 
many of the passing and scoring options from 
both offensive sets. auriemma demonstrates 
eight key breakdown drills you can implement 
into your practices to teach and develop these 
two effective motion offenses. these drills cover 

proper timing, cutting 
and screening, reading 
the defense, as well as 
shooting and passing. 
Coach auriemma provides you a look into his 
offensive playbook and shows the schemes he 
uses to enter into both offenses. he combines the 
high post offense and triangle offense to confuse 
opponents who have scouted his teams. Great for 
use after timeouts, at the end of a game, or just to 
mix-up your motion offense sets. this is a difficult 
offensive system to defend at any level! 2004.

BD-2238-WB05 | DVD | 68 minutes | $39.99

thE simPlifiED ZonE offEnsE
in an exciting on-court presentation, Coach auriemma teaches simple 

strategies for beating a zone defense that are easy to implement and impossible 
to stop! auriemma provides drills, strategies and player positioning to help your 
perimeter and post players beat the zone. he demonstrates a 3-2 Zone offense 

and a 1-3-1 Zone offense that include similar 
principles, but will confuse your opponents. in 
addition, Coach auriemma also gives you eight 
quick-hitter zone plays to free your players up 
for 3-point shots, short jumpers and lay-ups. he 
finishes with three baseline/out-of-bounds plays 
that are designed to get 
a basket against the 
toughest zone defense. 
this is a great dVd 
for any level of play 
and provides a unique 
opportunity to take 
advantage of Coach 
auriemma’s expertise 
and mastery of the 
zone offense! 2005.

BD-2430-WB05 
DVD | $39.99

thE 70-minutE PlayEr 
DEvEloPmEnt Workout

auriemma has used skill development workouts 
to develop some of the best women’s basketball 
players in the history of the college game 
including eight future olympians, 10 1st team 
all-americans, 12 Big East “player of the Year” 
winners and six national “player of the Year” 
winners. in this energetic on-court demonstration, 
Coach auriemma highlights the importance of 
communication, taking good shots and creating 
movement within an offense. to illustrate these 
principles, auriemma 
has devised 20 drills 
t h a t  p ro v i d e  t h e 
foundation for building 

a championship team. he begins by demonstrating 
full-court drills that work on long and short outlet 
passing, lay-ups, chest passes, jump stops and, 
most importantly, communication; all key elements 
in running an effective fastbreak. auriemma also 
incorporates half-court drills that focus on shooting, 
lay-ups off of penetration, pick-and-roll, post moves, 
working off screens and more! 2005.

BD-2431-WB05 | DVD | 70 minutes | $39.99

thE comPlEtE guiDE  
to thE high Post offEnsE

auriemma uses players in live 3-on-3 and 5-on-5 settings 
to illustrate the principles of the offense. a majority of 
teaching is done in the 3-0 or 3-3 settings, progressing 
to 4-on 4 and 5-on-5. Entering the ball into the high post 
at either elbow is an important skill for guards. the back 
door/hand off sequence is a quick-hitting option in this 
offense. on wing entry, the point guard rubs off the high 
post for a lay-up. the next option is an on ball screen and 
roll, creating problems for the defense. the small-big back 
screen also gives flexibility to this well-rounded offense. one 
of the most difficult cuts to guard is the scissors action at 
the high post. the dribble weave adds flexibility and is a 
key to this offense. the “40” series presents the offense 
with several options from the same action, which makes 
scouting difficult for opponents. Effective down screens 
and cutting options are important for the two weak side 
players. a cornerstone of auriemma’s teaching focuses on 

“teaching players how to play” 
versus teaching them plays. 
a final section discusses how 
players can read the defense, 
which is a big part of playing the 
high post. the 3-man read and 
react drill helps players flourish 
in the offense. this offense 
is multi-dimensional and will 
challenge the defense in many 
ways. 2006.

BD-2633-WB05 | DVD 
89 minutes | $39.99

GEno auriEmma
5x NCAA National Champions, 5x National Coach of the Year

gEno auriEmma:  
four cornErstonEs of half court DEfEnsE

Good defense is based on knowing what the opponent does well and taking it away. in order to accomplish 
this, Coach auriemma demonstrates his four cornerstones of half court defense. these four areas of emphasis are 
defending the baseline drive, guarding and trapping the post, closing out on the shooter and defending the pick 
and roll. Ball pressure on the point guard and wing denial are two keys in the half court. the three-point line is a 
guide for defenders to push the offense beyond the line. doubling the post on the pass is required against good 
offensive players. auriemma teaches his defenders to react to the pass and trap the post aggressively. a basic 
2-on-2 drill is demonstrated to show the importance proper close outs on the ball. several different looks are 
demonstrated regarding the pick and roll. it is important to design a defensive plan based on the ability of your 
players and your opponent. auriemma’s overriding idea is to make good players take tough shots! 2007.

BD-2812-WB05 | DVD | 75 minutes | $39.99
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thE “unscoutablE” 
ZonE offEnsE

this concept puts maximum pressure on zone 
defenses to be constantly adjusting. Flashing, reversing 
the ball, filling and leaving spots, ball screens, playing 
behind the zone, dribble penetration, back screens, 
stepping out and pass backs are all elements of this 
resourceful offense. perretta illustrates alignments such 
as 1-2-2, 1-4 and 1-3-1 that can all be successfully 
utilized. one special feature of this offense include 
screening on the ball creating effective screen-and-roll 

options. another unique feature 
is the flasher/screener option. 
For teaching purposes, perretta 
includes drills to increase player 
execution. For nearly 30 years, 
harry perretta’s concepts have 
proved effective and they will do 
the same for you. 2006.

BD-2543A-WB05 | DVD |  
44 minutes | $39.99

thE unstoPPablE,  
“no mistakE” 5-out 
motion offEnsE

this very unique, versatile motion uses a number 
system, 1-7, to signal specific actions by his players. its 
name comes from the idea that there are no mistakes 
that can’t be easily corrected. players who make 
wrong cuts simply fill open spots on the floor and 
continue playing. this allows players to play loose, 
and aggressive, without fear of hurting their team. a 

numbering system puts the coach 
and the players on the same page, 
cutting out useless effort and 
time. Benefits are that it spreads 
the floor, offers opportunities 
for dribble penetration, creates 
3-point shots and is virtually 
“unscoutable.” 2006.

BD-2543B-WB05 | DVD |  
44 minutes | $39.99

thE “WilDcat”  
sPrEaD offEnsE

Based on low risk passing, this offense 
generates numerous shot opportunities with few 
turnovers. though it doesn’t force many fouls, 
this finesse offense will test any defense with its 
constant movement and passing. especially late 
in the game! From the 1-2-2 set, entries can be 
made four different ways; screen down, pin and 

pop, back screen/flare/pop out, 
curl and replace. Basic to this 
offense is the fact that players 
are interchangeable. Cutting, 
f i l l ing spots on the f loor, 
screening and ball movement 
are all elements of this spread 
offense. 2006.

BD-2543C-WB05 | DVD |  
39 minutes | $39.99

Buy the SerieS and Save!    bD-2543-Wb05 | DvD | 3 DvDs | $109.99

harrY pErrEtta
Villanova University Women’s Basketball Coach, 465+ career wins; 
All-time winningest coach in the history of Villanova basketball (men or women)

BrEnda FrEsE
University of Maryland Head Women’s Basketball Coach;  
2006 National Champions

brEnDa frEsE:  
2-3 match-uP ZonE DEfEnsE

Benefits of the match-up Zone are that it can be played by teams short on 
size, quickness, athletic ability or numbers. also, it is 
flexible because your team can trap out of the zone 
and stunt against a good post player. Frese details the 
roles of all five players in this defense; all players must 
constantly talk and move as a unit with the constant 
pressure on the ball. Extra features include reaction vs. 
the skip pass, the dribble drive, and bump and adjust. 
specific instruction is given when the ball goes into the 
post, teaching players to maintain sight of the ball. drills 
included in this presentation work on guarding the ball 
in multiple spots on the floor, as well as how to guard 
the top and the bottom of the zone. 2007.

BD-2774-WB05 | DVD | 68 minutes | $39.99

16 Dynamic shooting Drills
Coach Frese has made “amazing turnarounds” her calling card as she quickly 

ushered maryland’s program into nCaa Championship status. in this dVd, she shares 
drills and teaching concepts that she has developed over the course of her career. 
these drills not only improve shooting and footwork, 
they are great conditioners. spot shooting addresses 
basic fundamentals of passing, footwork and repetitive 
shooting. active shooting drills add movement, shooting 
stance and conditioning. these drills can generate a lot of 
shots in a short period of time. to vary the drill, 3- point 
shots and shots off one dribble can be implemented. 
Frese believes that free throw shooting with penalties 
should also be added to drills. in addition, these drills can 
be run individually, with partners or as a team. this dVd 
offers a great variety of ideas for shooting, conditioning, 
and offensive awareness. 2006.

BD-2616-WB05 | DVD | 67 minutes | $39.99

2-3 match-uP ZonE DEfEnsE
Coach Fennelly’s coaching career is the epitome of solid defense, great 

shooting and consistency. his teams value the ball, 
shoot the three at a high percentage and play good 
defense. Fennelly is passionate in his belief in the 
zone. Benefits of playing zone include avoid fouling, 
protect someone who is in foul trouble, hide someone 
who isn’t a great defender and to defend the other 
team’s best player. Fennelly demonstrates four key 
areas of the zone: Bumping players off, which is the 
core of the defense; guarding the high post player, the 
gray area and double teaming on the block. specific 
zone situations in this dVd are ball in the high post, 
short corner and ball on the block. 2007.

BD-2756A-WB05 | DVD | 45 minutes | $39.99

high intEnsity PracticE sEssion
post and perimeter players work on position specific moves and skills. post 

players work on shooting, post moves and accepting 
contact around the basket. Guards work on penetration 
and kick, as well as shooting off the dribble or pass. 
the 3-point shot is utilized often in this practice 
session and is an emphasis all year long. other skills 
demonstrated are spacing, feeding the post, post 
moves, floor awareness, handoff and post roll after 
handoff. a shooting drill series is a consistent part 
of Fennelly’s practices. drills include post shooting, 
three player-2 ball and triangle shooting. the benefit 
of these drills includes conditioning, passing, catching, 
communication and repetition. 2007.

BD-2756B-WB05 | DVD | 73 minutes | $39.99

Bill FEnnEllY
Iowa State University Head Women’s Basketball Coach

Bill Fennelly 2-Pack
bD-2756-Wb05 | 2 DvDs | $69.99
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25 offEnsivE PracticE  
Drills for succEss

Vanderveer has used these drills to create more, and 
better, scoring opportunities than opponents, increase 
competitive intensity in her players and help her athletes 
master the fundamentals. Vanderveer shares 25 drills - 
pre-warm-up, warm-up, individual skills including shooting 
and rebounding, as well as post and perimeter routines. 
Coaches will learn how to use timed and competitive 
drills to add variety to practice, make corrections and to 
complement and refine any offensive set. 2005.

BD-2357-WB05 | DVD | 67 minutes | $39.99

stanforD’s  
trianglE offEnsE

Vanderveer presents the triangle offense in a whole-
part-whole manner. she shows the entire offense 
and explains each position, breaks it down through 
explanation and drills, and then adds defense to show 
the whole offense against defense. Coach Vanderveer 
stresses that the triangle is a very teachable offense that 
combines continuity with structure. keys to the triangle 
offense are passing and spacing. 2006.

BD-2584-WB05 | DVD | $39.99

tara VandErVEEr
Stanford University Head Women’s Basketball Coach; 
2X NCAA National Champions, 3X National Coach of the Year

thE 55 full-court PrEssurE DEfEnsE
stringer outlines all of the important elements, xs 

and os, rules and drills to best utilize her “55” full-court 
pressure defense. stringer systematically builds this 
pressure defense as she walks through each player’s 
positioning, responsibilities and rules in great detail. this 
defense is used to cause turnovers, create fast breaks, 
control game tempo and increase scoring opportunities 
with an aggressive, trapping style, which easily transitions 
into half-court man or zone defense. this defense will get 
all your players involved in the game and make your team 
better both defensively and offensively! 2005.

BD-2356-WB05 | DVD | 77 minutes | $39.99

C. ViVian strinGEr
Rutgers University Head Coach, 
3X National Coach of the Year

thE aDjustablE match-uP ZonE
mcCallie’s match-up Zone begins as a 1-2-2 set 

that utilizes both zone and man-to-man principles. she 
breaks down the defense along with multiple drills to 
teach the correct slides and rotations. she shares her 
three different sets of rules for her defense: pass rules, 
dribble rules and high-post rules. she demonstrates 
her innovative break down drills to prevent penetration, 
post development, and covering the three point shot. 
Coach mcCallie concludes this video showing specific 
coverage against various offensive fronts and schemes, 
including 3 out 2 in, overloads, high-post flash, dribble 
entry and wing and point guard cuts. 2005.

BD-2472-WB05 | DVD | 66 minutes | $39.99

JoannE p. mCCalliE
Duke University Head Women’s Basketball Coach,  
2005 NCAA National Runner-up

sylvia hatchEll: 16 favoritE 
PracticE Drills

Favorite drills begins with shooting. drills include 
one-handed shooting, two-handed shooting, jump 
shooting and the 3-ball/2-player drill. Freezing the 
defender is another skill taught to enhance passing 
skills. using an easy motion offense drill, this offense 
is applicable to any level from junior high to college. 
an excellent trapping drill is demonstrated, which is 
the foundation for their trapping defensive system. 
also included are her favorite rebounding, fast break, 
3-point shot and finishing drills. 2007.

BD-2789-WB05 | DVD | 63 minutes | $39.99

sylvia hatchEll: Drills for thE 
Quick brEak systEm

the 3-2 Fast Break drill and the 2-on-1 Break 
situation are good teaching drills for decision-making - 
shot selection and passing angles are presented many 
times during these drills. a good outlet is the key to 
getting the ball quickly down the floor and hatchell 
shows outlet drills to start the break. the entire fast 
break is displayed in 5-0 drills that emphasize the 
outlet, running lanes down the floor and aggressive 
play by the point guard to finish the break. the “slice” 
concept is introduced as a way to get the ball down 
the floor quicker by the point guard. 2007.

BD-2790-WB05 | DVD | 60 minutes | $39.99

hoW to Win With thE fastbrEak
Coach hatchell uses a series of techniques 

that she has acquired from some of the greatest 
coaches in collegiate and professional history, 
including dean smith, roy Wil l iams, mike 
krzyzewski, larry Brown and hubie Brown. she 
shows how your team can consistently gain the 
advantage in transition by quickly moving to the 
right position, recognizing opportunities, and 
aggressively taking advantage of turnovers. using 
extensive on-court demonstration, hatchell covers 
every aspect of transition offense, secondary 
break, and early offense. 2005.

BD-2379-WB05 | DVD | 60 minutes | $39.99

sYlVia hatChEll
University of North Carolina Head Women’s Basketball Coach, 
‘94 NCAA Champions, 12 NCAA Tournament Appearances

transition offEnsE  
& Quick hittErs

Goestenkors starts with the basic Carolina Break 
and goes through six different variations. in addition, 
Goestenkors shows you how to use each of the 
different fastbreak options as quick hitters out of an 
offensive set. Goestenkors demonstrates six of her 
favorite fastbreak options to use out of the Carolina 
Break and, as a bonus, shares six different side- and 
under-the-basket out-of-bounds plays. 2004.

BD-2296-WB05 | DVD | 68 minutes | $39.99

Gail GoEstEnkors
Texas University Head Coach, 5X National “Coach of the Year,”  
2004 US Olympic Basketball Assistant (Gold Medal)
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5-man motion offEnsE  
With a PurPosE

the basket cut is the foundation of motion offense 
as Coale demonstrates its many advantages. pieces 
of motion offense are added slowly until the entire 
offense is employed. the down screen is a great 
screening tool in the motion. teaching points include 
“walk and wait,” “shoulder to shoulder” and “catch 
ready to score.” Cuts taught are curl, flare and using 
back screens. 2006.

BD-2586-WB05 | DVD | $39.99

shErri CoalE
University of Oklahoma Head Women’s Coach, 2002 Final Four

builDing a tEnacious full court 
PrEssurE DEfEnsE
Coach landers shares 8 effective drills to perfect 
your full court pressure. the drills start with 1 on 1 
and move up to more complex, 5 on 5 drills, that 
help players learn the full court press. the drills 
shown in this video, and the building blocks for 
the press that Coach landers demonstrates, are 
essential for any press. Whether you run a 2-2-1, 
1-2-2, 1-2-1-1, or a run and Jump full court press, 
this material can help you with positioning, spacing, 
ball pressure, and help defense. 2005.

BD-2377-WB05 | DVD | 78 minutes | $39.99

frEEZE & 4-out ZonE offEnsE
the skip-seal is a great play once the ball has been 

skipped from wing to wing. another feature of the Freeze 
offense is the flash game and sub cut. the second zone 
offense presented, “shaky,” is a 4-out offense. the goal 
is to distort the zone with player movement by shaking 
things up. the wings are very high, making the top of 
the floor overloaded with four offensive players against 
two defenders. players are instructed to pass and cut 
through the zone, creating open space on the floor. Both 
of these zone offenses are proven zone killers that can 
bolster your offensive package. 2007.

BD-2727-WB05 | DVD | 70 minutes | $39.99

andY landErs
University of Georgia Head Women’s Basketball Coach

sPrEaD half court offEnsE
the offensive priority is to get the best players good 

shots on every possession. most of the shots will be 
taken from the left side of the floor making this offense 
unique. the entry pass can be delivered to the right or 
left wing making it good against pressure defenses. 
this offense also does a good job of spreading the 
floor and forming triangles on different parts of the 
floor. Ball screens, baseline screens and hard cuts are 
incorporated into every possession. 2007.

BD-2725-WB05 | DVD | $39.99

riCk insEll
Middle Tennessee State University Head Women’s Coach

thE multi-PurPosE ZonE offEnsE
Coach Foster introduces his “multi-purpose 

Zone offense” which is easy to learn, understand, 
and teach, but impossible to stop. Foster teaches 
this offense utilizing a progression of drills that will 
help you recognize different scenarios and help you 
utilize each of your player’s strengths. in contrast to 
other stationary zone offenses, this zone offense will 
break down any zone through constant movement, 
spacing, and cuts. Each counter or entry for attacking 
the zone is explained in detail on the court with 
demonstrators. these principles can be incorporated 
into any zone offense you use. 2005.

BD-2376-WB05 | DVD | 73 minutes | $39.99

3-2 ZonE DEfEnsE, Drills & morE!
Zone defense is a big part of ohio state’s success, 

featuring 1-1-3, match-up and the 3-2 zone. Foster 
thoroughly breaks down the 3-2 zone showing slides, 
post defense, rebounding, high post coverage and ball 
pressure. he uses players and chairs to illustrate key 
teaching points. a huge proponent of applying shot 
pressure, all of his drills focus on that concept. in other 
areas of this dVd, Foster demonstrates competitive 
team free throw games, adding game-like pressure to 
shooters. Fosters demonstrates his love for transition 
by showing his two favorite transition drills. 2006.

BD-2542-WB05 | DVD | 54 minutes | $39.99

Jim FostEr
Ohio State University Head Women’s Basketball Coach, 
19 NCAA Tournament Appearances,  
2003 USA Basketball Developmental Coach of the Year

installing a comPrEhEnsivE  
ZonE attack

Curry provides you with her 6 key principles to beat 
the zone, these include: offensive rebounding, rush 
the ball in transition, half court execution, ball reversal, 
shot selection, and spacing. she also provides you her 
“Gold Zone” offense, and the 5 options for perimeter 
players and post players. Within the “gold” series, 
Curry demonstrates and teaches 9 set plays versus 
zone defenses. Curry’s keys to offense are based on 
ball control, taking advantage of mismatches, and 
countering defensive schemes. 2004.

BD-2334-WB05 | DVD | 56 minutes | $39.99

Warm-uP Drills anD ZonE 
offEnsivE systEm

the drills in this dVd emphasize several game 
fundamentals, including: passing, catching, jump 
shooting, outlet passing, and pivoting. next, Curry 
shares individual and team development drills that can 
be utilized daily during the season and are excellent 
for both pre- and post-season fine-tuning of skills, 
including: ball handling, footwork, shooting, and 
rebounding. Coach Curry shares 10 key principles to 
beat the zone and teaches breakdown drills that are 
the backbone to this zone offensive system. 2005.

BD-2476-WB05 | DVD | 50 minutes | $39.99

kristY CurrY
Texas Tech University Head Coach; 
former Purdue Women’s Basketball Head Coach, 2001 “Final Four”
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17 transition Drills  
anD oPtions

ryan covers every aspect of her philosophy of why to 
run and how to implement it into your practice, by using 
the clock for all drills, promoting communication, and 
having a great team spirit, along with a unique way of 
looking at turnovers. Coach ryan will help you understand 
how your team can consistently gain an advantage in 
transition, by getting the ball up the court in the right 
position, and by recognizing opportunities. 2004.

BD-2335-WB05 | DVD | 66 minutes | $39.99

dEBBiE rYan
University of Virginia Women’s Basketball Head Coach, 
1991 National Coach of the Year

Buy the Set and Save!    gD-1924-Wb05 | DvD | 2 DvDs | $54.99

EffEctivE high / loW  
Post PlayEr movEs

Coach Grentz begins her presentation talking 
about her thoughts on stance. Floor markings, hands, 
balance and a squared stance to the ball are other 
important elements she touches on. When catching 
in the post players are instructed to step back toward 
the basket with the baseline foot. Without a dribble, 
the player can get to the basket with one big step. 
the next move is the dribble drop move. 2006.

BD-2694-WB05 | DVD | 63 minutes | $39.99

thErEsa GrEntZ
former University of Illinois Head Women’s Coach

thE aggrEssivE  
1-1-3 ZonE DEfEnsE

mitchell highlights the importance of protecting 
the paint and defending the corner. mitchell takes 
you through the keys to this zone: ball pressure, 
movement, rotation and anticipation. 2006.

BD-2503-WB05 | DVD | 71 minutes | $39.99

tErri mitChEll
Marquette University Women’s Head Coach

thE multiPlE mosQuito  
DEfEnsivE systEm

portland gives detailed explanations of the different 
positions and their roles. this video will help you strive 
to protect the baseline, control the tempo of the game, 
vary the length of the pressure and move people 
around. in addition to teaching the mosquito defenses, 
portland also instills a few of her own unique drills 
designed to build communication skills, be attentive, 
and protect the paint. 2006.

BD-2504-WB05 | DVD | $39.99

rEnE portland
Penn State Women’s Basketball Head Coach,; 
4x Big Ten Coach of the Year, v2x WBCA National Coach of the Year

13 inDiviDual anD tEam 
Drills for imProvEmEnt

the 13 drills in this video will help with skill 
development on many fundamental areas of basketball, 
essential for success and progression of their individual 
and team abilities, including: rebounding drills, shooting 
drills, and end-of-practice competition drills. the 
individual and team drills are designed to challenge 
every player and build confidence in their skills and 
their teammates. 2004.

BD-2328-WB05 | DVD | 72 minutes | $39.99

kaY YoW
North Carolina State Head Women’s Coach, 
2000 Women’s Basketball “Hall of Fame” Inductee

thE comPlEtE guiDE 
to thE run anD jumP 
scramblE DEfEnsE

Coach Burnett demonstrates a step-by-step progression 
that details how to design and camouflage your run and 
jump defense using five key teaching points. 

BD-2333-WB05 | DVD | 70 minutes | $39.99

ChErYl BurnEtt
University of Michigan Women’s Head Coach

surviving PracticEs
deBoer takes you through a lesson in gender response 

as it pertains to practice situations. she purposefully 
generalizes behavioral characteristics of both men/
boys and women/girls to help illustrate her points. this 
video will help you understand the impact of gender 
differences on practice situations thereby increasing the 
effectiveness of your training. By teaching them both skills 
and competitiveness you will empower your athletes with 
the abilities to get things done. 2002.

GD-1924B-WB05 | DVD | 48 minutes | $29.99

surviving comPEtition: 
thE DiffErEncE bEtWEEn 
malE anD fEmalE athlEtEs in 
comPEtitivE situations

in this informative and entertaining video, deBoer  
identifies “Five Gender-related differences that influence 
males and Females in Competition”. Whatever and 
whomever you coach; this video will make you a better 
coach! 2002.

GD-1924A-WB05 | DVD | 56 minutes | $29.99

kathlEEn dEBoEr former Division I Coach of the Year
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Eight 
intErchangEablE  
offEnsivE sEts

Coach Bruno demonstrates a series of eight 
interchangeable man-to-man offenses designed 
to capitalize on half-court defensive lapses by 
utilizing this unique offensive attack. Bruno’s 
system is designed to maximize each player’s 
strengths, while maintaining a consistent 
system that can be instilled in the minds of 
the players at any level, any year. Bruno uses 
extensive on-court demonstration to show 
eight interchangeable sets including: Flex, back 
screen, down screen, straight dive, bump, flare, 
reverse, and back blast. utilizing these sets will 
be virtually impossible to scout and prepare for 
and will also keep your opponent off balance and 
confused throughout the game. in addition, Bruno 
provides seven essential principles that guide his 
offensive sets and made his team the highest 
scoring team in the nation in ‘03-’04. as an added 
bonus, Coach Bruno emphasizes the importance 

of transition in each and 
every offensive set and 
demonstrates drills to 
effectively teach the 
fastbreak. if you want 
to  make your  team 
virtually impossible to 
scout, prepare for, and 
even defend, this is the 
offensive system for 
you! 2005.

BD-2375-WB05 | DVD | 
74 minutes | $39.99

15 bEst comPEtitivE 
tEam Drills

Bruno presents a well-rounded group of drills 
that will help your offense, fastbreak, passing, 
rebounding and defense. a master of developing 
players, Bruno presents his thoughts on playing 
to players’ strengths, while working on their 
weaknesses. Coach Bruno shares his instruction, 
demonstration, imitation, and repetition philosophy 
for building nationally successful teams. knowing 
that rebounding ignites the fastbreak, Coach 
Bruno discusses the importance and anatomy of 
a rebound. Bruno includes seven multi-purpose 
drills in this presentation that work on court vision, 
rebounding technique and intensity, defense and 

much more. this dVd 
is a great look at the 
game’s fundamentals 
taught in a live setting. 
any coach who needs 
to maximize practice 
time can benefit from 
the flexibility of Coach 
Bruno’s multi-purpose 
c o m p e t i t i v e  d r i l l s . 
2006.

BD-2526-WB05 | DVD | 
67 minutes | $39.99

10 PrinciPlEs  
for transition 
baskEtball

Year in and year out the Blue demon transition 
game defeats opponents on a regular basis. the 
brilliance behind this transition game is the topic of 
this dVd by Coach Bruno. he shares 10 principles 
for playing transition basketball. Bruno believes 
that playing in the open court creates quick and 
easy baskets and puts pressure on your opponent. 
Establishing roles is important to this type of game. 
Bruno sets down eight principles for play, which 
are balls skills, footwork, advanced offensive skills, 
teaching the eyes and the ears, understanding the 
game and being in condition. skills development is 
important when playing transition and is a big part 
of depaul’s strategy. defending to run is a concept 
that stresses defense before running the floor. there 
is more scoring and sharing with a running team, 
which adds to the morale of the team. Bruno lists six 
prerequisites for the transition game. Bruno steps to 
the floor to demonstrate drills used in his powerful 

running game. the sweep 
drill teaches players to 
cover space with few 
dribbles and finishing 
at the basket. Full court 
lay-ups are mixed with 
team free throws. ten 
drills are executed on 
this transition dVd by 
one of america’s finest 
coaches. 2006.

BD-2682-WB05 | DVD | 
73 minutes | $39.99

  

International (Outside of US/Canada) — For all orders add 
25% of total order (minimum charge of $19.99).  
No exchanges/returns on international orders.

94% of All Packages 
Delivered Within  
2 business Days. 

Next Day Available on Orders 
Placed via Phone Monday-
Thursday before 3 p.m. CDT.

Saturday delivery available 
for additional fee (ask for details).

ALL ORDERS SHIPPED 
WITHIN 24 HOURS! 

Payment Method 
We accept checks, money orders, AmEx, MC, Visa, and Discover.  
Make checks/money orders payable to Championship Productions. 
Returned checks constitute an additional $25 charge. 
 

School Purchase Orders 
Purchase Orders (PO) require an authorized signature and may be 
faxed or mailed.  
 

International Customers 
International/Canadian orders are payable in U.S. funds only.  
 
Sales Tax 
Iowa residents (7%) and SD residents (6%). 

FOUR EASY WAYS TO ORDER! 
Online: ChampionshipProductions.com 
Fax: (515) 232-3739 

Phone: (800) 873-2730 or (515) 232-3687 
 CST 7:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 

Mail: 2730 Graham St, Ames, IA 50010 
 Send Order Form with Payment 

$4.99

$6.99

$7.99

$9.99

$10.99

$12.99

ONLY $7.99

$8.99

$10.99

$12.99

$13.99

$15.99

$17.99

$21.99

$24.99

$26.99

$27.99

$28.99

$7.99

$10.99

$12.99

$14.99

$15.99

$19.99

ECONOMY 
5-8 Day Delivery 

Anywhere in the Mainland US 
(AK and HI may take up to 30 Days) 

BEST VALUE 
2-4 Day Delivery 
U.S. Mainland Only 

(AK and HI may take up to 6 Days) 

FASTEST SERVICE 
Next Day Delivery 

US Mainland Only 
(Restrictions may apply, ask for details) 

CANADA 
5-7 Day Delivery 

Approximate Shipping Days Order Amount 

Up to $15.99

$16 - $49.99

$50 - $99.99

$100 - $149.99

$150 - $199.99

$200 and Up

SHIPPING & HANDLING FEES 

DISTANCE LEARNING  
FOR COACHES 

2 New Video Courses for Coaches 

www.drakecontinuinged.com ChampionshipProductions.com 

VISIT WWW.ChampionshipProductions.com FOR A DOWNLOADABLE / FAXABLE ORDER FORM

WB05

douG Bruno
DePaul University Women’s Basketball Coach, 9 NCAA Tournament Appearances

Check out our Website at 
Championshipproductions.com  

to view free sample Clips!
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